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Abstract
The present paper features a novel approach to motivation and self-regulation couched
in conceptual terms of goal systems theory (Kruglanski et al., 2002). Goal systems
theory adopts a cognitive view of motivation and highlights the interrelations of
goals and means. The cognitive aspects of the theory have to do with the architec-
ture of cognitions, and the finality of cognitive resources. The motivational aspects
of the theory relate to the relation of the goal/means constructs to the dynamics
of action and the affective phenomena that accompany goal pursuit. A goal
systemic analysis not only affords a better understanding of classic self-regulatory
phenomena, but also offers new insights into various psychological problems such
as choice and judgment.

Almost two decades have passed from the publication of Fiske and Taylor’s
(1991) seminal text on social cognition. Chapter after chapter in that volume
described the state of the art research of the time featuring a ‘cognitive
miser’ view of a social perceiver driven primarily by efficiency concerns
and the desire to spend the least possible effort on knowledge formation.
As the authors aptly noted, however, other goals and motives beyond those
of efficiency and least effort were often ignored. This state of affairs didn’t
last long. In the subsequent two decades, there has been a virtual explosion
of research and theory on a variety of motivational variables and their rela-
tions to cognition (for review and discussion, see Dunning, 1999; Kruglanski,
1996; Kruglanski et al., 2002, 2003; Kunda & Sinclair, 1999). A recent wave
of research on this topic represents (what we have termed) the New Look
in Motivation (Kruglanski & Kõpetz, 2009). This new approach eschews the
view of motivational and cognitive explanations as antagonistic and argues
for a motivation as cognition framework that views motivational constructs as
cognitively represented hence abiding by the general principles that govern
all cognition. (Morsella, Bargh, & Gollwitzer, 2009; Kruglanski & Kõpetz,
2009, forthcoming for reviews).

The goal systems theory developed by Kruglanski et al. (2002) belongs in
this latter category of research. It outlines a dynamic perspective on motivated
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action centered around the notion of goal systems. The latter are defined as
mental representations of motivational networks composed of interconnected
goals and means. In goal systemic terms, motivational phenomena are viewed
as produced by cognitive principles in their specific application to motiva-
tional constructs. Premised on the notion that the cognitive treatment
confers conceptual and methodological advantages for the study of motiva-
tion the research program inspired by the goal systems theory affords new
insights into problems of self-regulation and self-control.

In this paper, we treat goal systems theory as an integrative framework
capable of bridging major self-regulatory phenomena with a broad range
of motivational effects in various areas of psychological functioning. As an
advance organizer, we first outline the historical background against which
the theory of goal systems was proposed. We subsequently outline the sub-
stance of the theory, and consider its implications for the domains of choice
and social judgment. Although the impact of motivation on these tradi-
tionally cognitive domains of psychological functioning has been widely
acknowledged and investigated within the motivated cognition approach
(Dunning, 1999; Kruglanski, 1996; Kunda, 1990; Kunda & Sinclair, 1999),
very little research has explicitly described how motivation impacts judgment
and decision making. Our paper argues that goal systems theory offers a
theoretical approach and specific testable hypotheses, supported by prelimin-
ary data, which may offer an answer to this question.

I. Historical Background: Social Psychology’s Shifting 
Paradigms of the Motivation/Cognition Interface

The early phase of theorizing about motivation and cognition was dominated
by a separatist approach where motivation and cognition were viewed as con-
cepts with unique functions and where motivational and cognitive explana-
tions of social judgment were juxtaposed to one another (e.g., as exemplified
by the dissonance vs. self-perception debate (Bem, 1972)) in attitude change,
or the question whether putative ego-defensive tendencies (cf. Kelley, 1987)
in attribution are authentic vs. reflecting the effects of cognitive expectancies
(Miller & Ross, 1975).

Motivation was often contrasted to cognition in major social psychological
models of persuasion (Chen & Chaiken, 1999; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986),
judgment, or impression formation (Brewer, Srull, & Wyer, 1988; Fiske &
Neuberg, 1990; Kruglanski & Webster, 1996), wherein these two construct
categories were assigned distinct psychological functions. For instance, in
various models of persuasion, the degree of motivational involvement in
an issue determined whether the processing will be ‘peripheral/heuristic’
or ‘central/systematic’ (Chaiken, Liberman, & Eagly, 1989; Petty &
Cacioppo, 1986). Similarly, various models of impression formation
(e.g., Brewer, 1988; Fiske & Neuberg, 1990) incorporated motivational and
cognitive considerations in assuming that low motivational involvement
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will prompt impressions based on targets’ social categories, whereas high
involvement prompts the consideration of relevant individuating informa-
tion about the targets. In the lay epistemic theory (Kruglanski, 1989, 2004;
Kruglanski & Webster, 1996), a high degree of the motivation for closure
was assumed to curtail the process of hypothesis testing and prompt indi-
viduals to ‘seize and freeze’ on early, judgment affording information, etc.

Beyond its separation from cognition, motivation has been often treated
statically in social psychology research. Specifically, individuals were classified
as if in a fixed motivational state with identifiable properties. Differences in
the specific content of that state were expected to affect a person’s behavior
(Gollwitzer & Moskowitz, 1996). Thus, individuals were considered to have
either a high or a low need for closure (Kruglanski & Webster, 1996; Webster
& Kruglanski, 1998), a high or a low need for cognition (Cacioppo & Petty,
1982), ‘learning’ or ‘performance’ goals (Dweck & Elliot, 1983; Dweck &
Leggett, 1988; Elliot & Dweck, 1988), approach or avoidance goals (Elliot,
1997, 1999; Elliot & Friedman, 2007), goals with a positive vs. negative
outcome focus (Higgins, Roney, Crowe, & Hymes, 1994), ‘intrinsic’
(autonomy, competence) vs. ‘extrinsic’ (money) goals (Deci & Ryan, 1991),
or ‘high-level’ (abstract) goal vs. ‘low-level’ concrete goals (Emmons, 1991,
1996). These different types of goals were assumed to systematically impact
various relevant phenomena including information processing, performance,
creativity, and overall well-being and satisfaction (Gollwitzer & Moskowitz,
1996).

Having set a goal is just the first step toward goal attainment. Goal
pursuit includes a manifold set of activities. Initiating goal-directed actions
and bringing them successfully to their conclusions requires one to seize
the opportunities to act (i.e., to find appropriate means), ward off distractions,
bypass barriers, compensate for failures and shortcomings, and negotiate
conflicts. Although the dynamic nature of motivation has been addressed in
the past (Atkinson & Birch, 1970; Lewin, 1935), it was mainly theoretical
with limited empirical support of the specific conditions for the appearance
and disappearance of the motivational state.

I. 1. The New ‘Goal psychology’

Recently, social psychologists realized that new insights into such motiva-
tional dynamism and flux as persons move through their various environ-
ments may be gained if we abandon the separateness assumption of the
‘motivation’ versus ‘cognition’ program. Thus, whereas most prior treatments
stressed the distinctiveness of motivational and cognitive variables a recent
approach highlights their commonalities.

This approach assumes that motivational constructs such as ‘goals’ and
‘means’ are represented cognitively, and hence are subject to the general
principles that govern all cognition. Specifically, motivational constructs are
inferred from relevant evidence (it should be possible to ‘prove’ to a person
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that X is a worthy goal to have), they are stored in memory, and are auto-
matically activated by priming. Once goals have been automatically activ-
ated, they are automatically pursued. According to this approach, in their
role as cognitive constructs, goals are cognitively associated with other relevant
constructs such as their corresponding means of attainment. Hence, the
activation of goals may spread to their corresponding behavioral plans (Aarts
& Dijksterhuis, 2000; Aarts, Dijksterhuis, & De Vries, 2001; Bargh, 1990;
Ferguson & Bargh, 2004; Kruglanski et al., 2002) stirring individuals to
action. Furthermore, as with other cognitive constructs, goals too are con-
strained by limited attentional resources, such that the activation of a given
goal may pull resources away from alternative goals (for reviews, see Fish-
bach & Ferguson, 2007; Kruglanski & Kõpetz, 2009, forthcoming).

Beyond the commonality they share with other cognitive constructs,
goals constitute a special category. Unlike alternative cognitive concepts like
‘tables’, ‘doctors’ or ‘butterflies’, ‘goals’ have a unique meaning: they are
thought to represent states of affairs attainable through action serving as
means to goal attainment (Kruglanski, 1996; Kruglanski et al., 2002). In other
words, their mental representations contain considerations of goal value
and its expectancy of attainment which define subjective utility (Atkinson,
1964). Subjective utility determines a series of unique motivational properties
such as goal desirability/magnitude (goal commitment) or the degree to
which the individual is determined to pursue specific objectives which, in
turn, may express themselves in the persistence of efforts toward goal attain-
ment including the choice of appropriate means and the management of
goal conflicts.

As possible future states, goals may also vary in their relation to current
states. Approach goals represent future states that are more desirable than
the current states, hence warranting actions designed to bring them about.
In contrast, avoidance goals refer to impending future states that are less desirable
than the current states, hence warranting actions designed to forestall them.

Motivational constructs differ from other cognitive constructs not only
in terms of their content, but also in terms of the connections among them
which have a certain direction and serve specific functions. As a consequence,
activation of a specific goal not only leads to the automatic activation of
its means of attainment, but it also transfers motivational properties such
as affect, commitment, etc. (Ferguson & Bargh, 2004; Fishbach, Shah, &
Kruglanski, 2004). Such properties are related to the value of the goal and
have different behavioral consequences for goal pursuit. Furthermore, the
motivational properties of an active goal (e.g., commitment) have important
implications for its associations with other goals. For instance, activation
of a high commitment goal may result in the inhibition of alternative
goals in order to maximize goal attainment.

Indeed, the ‘New Goal psychology’ has addressed classic motivational
phenomena harking back to concerns of theorists like Kurt Lewin and Fritz
Heider (e.g., about problems of substitution, goal persistence, or the resumption
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of interrupted activities) (for reviews, see, e.g., Bargh et al., forthcoming;
Kruglanski & Kõpetz, 2009, forthcoming).

Although the new goal psychology has offered many insights into self-
regulation phenomena, the research carried out in this paradigm, like much
social psychological research in general (see Kruglanski & Higgins, 2004;
Loewenstein, Read, & Baumeister, 2003, for a discussion) has tended to
be phenomena and data driven rather than theory driven. For instance, much
of the new goal research explored the properties of goals by demonstrating
that various cognitive processes (in particular, knowledge activation, spreading
activation, and unconscious activity) apply also to goal related phenomena.
Typically, the explicit focus of that work was on implementing a given
cognitive manipulation such as supraliminal or subliminal priming and looking
at its effects on various relevant outcomes, such as action, performance
(e.g., Aarts & Dijksterhuis, 2000; Bargh, Gollwitzer, Lee-Chai, Barndollar,
& Troetschel, 2001; Chartrand & Bargh, 1996), or positive or negative affect
engendered by goal progress or lack of progress respectively (Ferguson &
Bargh, 2004; Fishbach et al., 2004), etc. This relatively narrow focus afforded
a deeper understating of basic goal functioning, yet it stopped short of
applying goal-related phenomena more broadly, for instance to other psy-
chological topics such as judgment or choice.

I. 2. Goal systems theory

Goal systems theory (Kruglanski et al., 2002) is cast in the cognitive approach
to motivation and it aims at a broad application of goal constructs to a
variety of goal-directed behaviors. A unique feature of the theory is that it treats
goals systemically, in relation to their means of attainment and other goals
that may be activated in course of the individual’s engagement in a given
goal pursuit. A possible goal system is depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1 A system of goals and means (Reproduced after Kruglanski et al., 2002).
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Motivational phenomena such as goal commitment, means choice, man-
agement of goal conflict are approached as a joint function of cognitive
principles (that the goal systems share with other cognitive structures) as
they apply to unique motivational concepts such as goals and means.

The theory recognizes that human action is goal driven, in that it
represents the striving to attain specific desirable objectives (or to avoid
undesirable objectives) as a function of goal value and expectancy of attain-
ment. Whereas goal pursuit has its own endogenous determinants related
to considerations of expectancy and value, it is also determined by the
exogenous cognitive conditions of a given goal system which affect the
nature and values of theses endogenous factors. Such cognitive factors are
structural and allocational. Thus, (1) goals like other mental representations
are associatively linked to other constructs, such as their means of attainment,
and other goals; (2) such associative links can be facilitative or inhibitory;
(3) goal pursuit is resource dependent: the greater the investment of
resources in the pursuit of a certain goal, the less resources would be
available for alternative goals or means. For instance, a given goal may be
associated with a large or a small number of means each providing a separate
path to its attainment. This defines a configuration of equifinality (Krug-
lanski et al., 2002). Similarly, a given means may be connected to a large
or a small number of goals that it may promise to attain. This defines the
configuration of multifinality (Kruglanski et al., 2002).

The allocational aspect of goal systems’ theory refers to the assumption
that goal pursuit is constrained by limited cognitive resources; the more
extensive the resource investment in a given goal, the less the residual
resources available for alternative goals. For instance, if one’s cognitive
resources are committed to the goal of eating (e.g., in a high state of hunger)
one might ‘forget’ (i.e., momentarily suppress or inhibit) one’s determina-
tion to diet. One’s heightened concern for security might diminish one’s
concern with frugality, and one might spend lavishly on a home security
system momentarily suppressing one’s determination to keep one’s invest-
ment portfolio growing.

Thus, by identifying the general features of goal-directed action, goal sys-
tems theory affords insights into the dynamic nature of human motivational
concerns as individuals move through their complex and changing envir-
onments. It attempts to offer a general psychological theory of human action
across specific persons and situations. In the following pages, we explore the
implications of goal systems theory for the problem of choice and judgment.

II. Goal Systems Theory in Choice Contexts

Everyday life abounds with choices. We choose among brands of food at
the grocery store, menu items at the restaurant, the airlines for our trips,
types of entertainment for our night out, the college we attend, and careers
we embark on. The interesting question, of course, is not what, but how are
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our choices made. These questions are fundamental and hardly new. They
have been extensively addressed by many disciplines, from mathematics,
and statistics, through the various social sciences including economics,
political science, sociology and psychology. A major impact on under-
standing choice has been exerted by rational choice theory (pioneered by
von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1944). According to this viewpoint, indi-
viduals’ choices are conscious and deliberate. They reflect individuals’ pref-
erences (Kahneman & Tversky, 1984) and the subjective likelihood that
they will be attained. Despite its popularity, the rational choice model has
been challenged by an increasing amount of empirical research (Kahneman
& Tversky, 1979, 1984; Tversky & Kahneman, 1981). Not only are people
often unaware of what they want (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977), but they might
occasionally make better choices when they do it unconsciously versus
consciously (Dijksterhuis, 2004; Dijksterhuis, Bos, Nordgren, & van Baaren,
2006). Moreover, people often appear to be inconsistent in their prefer-
ences, even when they exercise their choices among similar options and
under similar circumstances. As March (1978) put it, ‘tastes are not neces-
sarily absolute, relevant, stable, consistent, and precise’ (pp. 595–569). In
fact, as March points out, occasionally behavior does not make sense even to
the person who performed it. One might assume that this may be restricted
to cases when the choices are trivial, or unimportant. However, recent
research disconfirms this expectation. In a speed-dating experiment conducted
with students at Columbia University, Fisman, Iyengar, and Simonson (2004)
showed that people’s ratings of their ideal partner in terms of ambition,
attractiveness, fun loving, intelligence, shared interests, and sincerity did not
predict the choice of a date during a 4-minute speed dating with 9–21
possible dates. Despite their self-reported preferences, participants’ choice
of a date varied greatly with their gender and supported the stereotypical
beliefs’ about physical attractiveness and intelligence. Women’s choices
reflected a preference for intelligence and ambition, but also for physical
attractiveness, whereas males’ decisions were primarily predicted by physical
attractiveness. Participants’ choices were also significantly affected by con-
textual variations such as the number of possible dates and the order in
which the dates were met. Women, for example, tended to become more
selective as the number of possible dates increased.

II. 1. The multifinality principle in choice without awareness

One may well wonder what may account for such inconsistencies in pref-
erences. Are they the exclusive result of our limited cognitive capacities
as suggested by the cognitive miser approach (cf. Fiske & Taylor, 1991)?
Work on motivated cognition (Dunning, 1999; Kruglanski, 1996; Kunda,
1990; Kunda & Sinclair, 1999) advanced the idea that motivation is partially
responsible for biases in judgments and decisions. But how exactly does
motivation impact our choice?
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It may be possible to answer this question in terms of specific goal
systems activated in a given choice situation. According to goal systems
theory, people’s choices reflect the dynamic relation between goals and
their associated means of attainment within a particular goal system, as well
as between different goal systems set in place in specific circumstances. Unlike
the rational-choice approach which assumes that goal pursuit is conscious
and deliberate, goal systems theory assumes that people’s choices may be
driven by two types of goals: those that they pursue consciously and delib-
erately, and those of which they may not be aware. These two goal types
may combine to affect individual’s choices in given situations (Chun &
Kruglanski, 2005a; Simonson, 2005).

Consider the everyday example of grocery shopping. One may have
the conscious goal of buying cereal. The goal can be gratified by buying
sweetened or unsweetened cereal, cereal with bran, cereal with oat, or hot
cereal. Assuming that these options are of equal quality and taste, they
represent the equifinality configuration of the ‘buying cereal’ goal implying
that the goal can be attained by any one of the singular options (representing
means). However, on the way to the grocery store, the person might have
just happened to glance at a dieting ad in the local paper. Once at the
grocery store, he/she might head directly for the cereal aisle and without
hesitation pick up the most ‘healthful’ cereals of the lot, a low calorie cereal,
promising to be packed with vitamins. In goal systemic terms, the choice
in this instance may have been facilitated by the multifinality configuration
mentioned earlier. Specifically, the selected cereal may have satisfied not
only the general ‘buying cereal’ goal but also the goal of ‘health’ primed
unconsciously by the dieting ad. In other words, if in addition to the focal,
conscious goal the individual might be pursuing other, unconscious, goals
as well, and the choices he/she makes might often be those that promise
to satisfy several goal-based constraints, thus delivering the greatest overall
value in return for one’s choice (Figure 2).

What makes multifinality-driven choice psychologically interesting is,
first, the possibility that unconscious goals may affect choices even when

Figure 2 Multifinality configuration (Reproduced after Kruglanski et al., 2002).
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individual’s decisions are, avowedly, in the service of deliberately pursued
goals. Second, because goals can be activated by shifting environmental
stimuli (Bargh, 1990; Bargh et al., 2001; Ferguson & Bargh, 2004; Fishbach
& Ferguson, 2007; Kruglanski & Kõpetz, 2009, forthcoming, for reviews),
this may affect an intriguing instability in choices deemed appropriate with
regard to the very same goal as function of currently activated goal alternatives.

For instance, in Wilson and Nisbett’s (1978) classic research wherein a
passers-by at a department store chose among four different nightgowns
of similar quality, or among four identical pairs of nylon stockings. A
strong position effect was found such that the two rightmost objects in the
array were heavily overchosen. Yet, participants seemed entirely unaware
of their bias. Instead, they justified their choices exclusively in terms of
the quality of the choice objects (the nightgowns or the stockings). Chun,
Kruglanski, Sleeth-Keppler, and Friedman (2005b) hypothesized that the
choice of the rightmost object was multifinal, satisfying not only the focal
goal (that of choosing the best quality items) which would have been
gratified equally well by any object in the array, but also a background goal
of reaching quick closure after inspecting the entire array from left to right
(the way we read!).

To explore this possibility, Chun et al. (2005b) conceptually replicated
Wilson and Nisbett’s (1978) research with one modification. Participants’
‘focal goal’ was kept constant while manipulating the presumptive ‘back-
ground goal’ of closure. Participants were given the (focal) goal of choosing
the pair that was of the best quality among four pairs of (actually) identical
athletic socks. To manipulate the ‘background goal’ of closure, participants
in one condition were placed under time pressure (Kruglanski, 2004; Krug-
lanski, Pierro, Mannetti, & De Grada, 2006; Kruglanski & Webster, 1996;
Webster & Kruglanski, 1998). In another condition, participants were not
placed under time pressure and they were given accuracy instructions
intended to reduce their need for closure (Kruglanski & Webster, 1996).
According to the multifinality analysis, the rightward bias should be replicated
in the time-pressure condition and reduced in the accuracy condition. That
is precisely what happened. Specifically, 81% of participants in the time-
pressure (need for closure) condition chose the two rightmost choices strongly
replicating Wilson and Nisbett (1978). By contrast, only 33% of participants
in the accuracy condition made the rightmost choices (Figure 3).

The reasons participants gave for their choices suggested that they were
completely unaware of the fact that variations in time-pressure, accuracy
instructions or the sock position in the array had any effect on their choice.
Invariably, their explanations were phrased in terms of their conscious goal
depicting the chosen sock’s apparent superior quality (e.g., ‘Stitching looked
the best, most stitches per inch and there were no obvious blemishes’, etc.).

The research described above shows how momentarily introduced alter-
native goals may unconsciously drive people’s choice of means with regard
to the focal goal. In addition people may hold chronic goals such as high
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need for cognitive closure. Persons who are high on the need for closure
should exhibit a particularly pronounced preference for multifinal choices
which eliminate the unnerving ambiguity of having one’s alternative goal
pursuits suspended while pursuing a current focal goal. Chun et al. (2005a)
obtained consistent support for this hypothesis in a series of studies. Par-
ticipants who were high (vs. low) on need for closure reported that they
(1) expected to attain more goals through the use of computers, (2) exhibited
a stronger preference for a multifinal over a unifinal camera even though the
unifinal one was of a higher quality, (3) exhibited a stronger preference for
a multifinal over a unifinal cell phone even though the multifinal one was
much more expensive, and (4) reported greater use of a multifinal soap (for
both the face and the body) versus use of two separate soaps, one for the
face, the other for the body. These findings were echoed by the results of
David Sleeth-Keppler (2005) that (5) high versus low need for closure indi-
viduals prefer multifinal friends (e.g. ‘friends for all seasons’ that gratify
multiple needs) over unifinal friends relevant to one type of need only (e.g.
tennis friends, intellectual friends, emotionally supportive friends, etc.).

II. 2. Consequences of multifinal choices

As just depicted, multifinal choices make a great deal of sense, and exemplify
the simple rationality of maximizing the returns on one’s investments, or
increasing the ‘bang for one’s buck’. But like anything else in life, multi-
final means ‘come with a price tag’, and can entail significant tradeoffs in
comparison with unifinal means. These tradeoffs are related to the number
and instrumentality of the means one might end up as consequence of the
effort to attain multifinality.

Restriction of the means set-size. Multifinality consideration should narrow
the set of means to a focal goal by inducing a preference to means assumed
to be instrumental to the pursuit of alternative as well as focal objectives.

Figure 3 Multifinality-based choice.
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Such multifinal means are likely to constitute a subset of the total number
of means to the focal goal that one could envisage. Restricting one’s atten-
tion to those particular means should thus reduce the number of means to
the focal goal that one would find acceptable.

In one study designed to test this effect, Kõpetz, Fishbach, and Krug-
lanski (2007, Study 1) activated participants’ alternative goals by asking them
in one condition to list three activities they had planned for the rest of
that day (the uncompleted goals condition). In another condition, particip-
ants listed three activities that they had already accomplished that day (the
completed goals condition). Presumably, the latter goals would have lost
their driving potential, and hence their constraining effect on means to a
focal goal. Participants were then asked to choose from a list of 20 foods
the ones they desired for lunch. These foods were pre-tested such that 10
of them were generally readily available at the food court where we ran the
study (e.g., Chinese food, tacos, fries), whereas the remaining 10 were
foods unavailable at the food court, though available at other campus
locations (e.g., salmon, macaroni and cheese, crab cakes). The ‘easy to get’
foods were assumed to be multifinal in that choosing them will help par-
ticipants to fulfill their focal goal (of having lunch) while also saving time
for alternative goals that they had planned for the day. That is in fact what
happened. Specifically, in the uncompleted goals condition, participants
chose fewer foods as desirable. Those also tended to be the ‘easy to get’
foods that would have allowed participants to have more time for their
alternative pursuits. Consistent with Chun et al. (2005) studies, the reasons
participants provided for their food choice did not reflect any awareness of
the impact that background goals might have had on their choice (e.g. ‘I
like fish’; ‘Fruits are good’; ‘Pasta fulfills me’, etc.).

Dilution effects. In addition to its effect on the number of choices (means)
considered with respect to a focal goal, multifinality consideration may also
impact the instrumentality of such choices. This effect, known as the dilution
effect, was recently explored in a series of studies by Zhang, Fishbach, and
Kruglanski (2007). Consistent with Anderson’s (1974) ‘fan effect’, whereby
the strength of the association between a construct and a cue is inversely
proportionate to the number of cues associated with the construct, Zhang
et al. assumed that strength of the linkage between a means and a goal will
be inversely proportionate to the number of goals associated with the means.
They hypothesized further that the diluted association strength would be
interpreted as lowered instrumentality and hence, reduce the tendency to
choose the multifinal means when only one of the goals served by that
means was activated. For instance, in one of the studies (Zhang et al., 2007,
Study 6) participants filled out a survey allegedly assessing ‘study habits’ using
a laser pointer pen. Half of the participants (in the one-goal condition)
completed the survey only using the pen. The other half (in the two-goal
condition) completed the same survey and were asked, at the end of the
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survey, to additionally evaluate the laser function of the pen as well. Thus,
participants in the later condition practiced both functions of the pen, as
a writing instrument as well as a laser pointer. Participants were then asked
to write down their personal information in order to receive the compensa-
tion for their participation in the study. Two pens were left on the desk for
them to use; a regular pen, and the laser pointer pen. In the present terms,
participants’ choice was between a unifinal and a multifinal means to com-
plete their ‘writing’ goal. The results showed that among participants who
were not asked to evaluate the laser function of the pen (the one-goal condi-
tion), 54% chose the laser pen to write down their personal information,
whereas only 16% of those who evaluated the laser option of the pen (two-
goal condition) chose this particular pen. In other words, exposure to the
laser pointer function seems to have diluted the associative strength between
the laser pointer pen and the goal of writing and hence lowered the prob-
ability of choosing the laser pointer pen when ‘writing’ was the sole goal.

II. 3. Boundary conditions of the multifinal choice. When the end justifies the means

Multifinality-based choices may be subject to important boundary conditions.
One of these relates to individual’s degree of commitment to the focal goal,
defined as the degree of determination or willingness to pursue that specific
goal. Goal pursuit follows the principle of resource-dependency whereby
the greater the investment of resources in the pursuit of a certain goal, the
less resources would be available for alternative goals. In this vein, Shah and
Kruglanski (2002) found that increased commitment to a focal goal may
inhibit alternate goals. Such inhibition should liberate one’s choice from
constraints of the alternative goals, hence removing the necessity to search
for multifinal means, and allowing a full suite of means to the focal goal
to be judged as acceptable. In one study, Kõpetz et al. (2007, Study 3) found
empirical support for this argument. Specifically, they manipulated particip-
ants’ commitment to the focal goal of ‘eating’ by priming them during mid-
day hours with eating-related words (‘lunch’, ‘food’, ‘eat’) or neutral words.
The background goal, common to all participants was ‘keeping a healthy
diet’. Participants made hungrier through the priming manipulation chose
a greater variety of foods (as means to the focal goal of ‘eating’), and a lesser
proportion of healthy, hence multifinal foods (healthy foods). Participants
in the hungrier condition also showed slower reaction times to diet-related
words indicating inhibition of the ‘healthy diet’ goal. It was finally found
that participants’ reaction times mediated the relationship between focal
goal commitment (degree of hunger) and choice of uniquely ‘healthy’ foods.

The above results suggest that there may be psychological conditions in
which the end does justify the means, at least subjectively. When commitment
to the goal is heightened, alternative concerns may be suppressed and the
set of acceptable means may be liberated from constraints that such alter-
native concerns would have normally exercised.
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In summary, we argued that people’s choices are driven by mental
representations of goals that are either chronically held or are activated
by the situational context. Such goals can be conscious or explicit and
implicit. When in addition to a focal, conscious goal, people pursue other,
unconscious goals they may choose multifinal means affording the joint
pursuit of their co-active goals. Multifinality-based choice may induce
instability in people’s choices and preferences. Specifically, the number
and type of means deemed acceptable to the same focal goal may depend
on additional goals that may be variously activated in different situations.
Multifinal choices represent a trade-off. They appear to maximize value
by increasing the (subjective) likelihood of attaining both the focal and the
alternative goals. At the same time they reduce the attainment likelihood
of the focal goal due to decrease in the number and the instrumentality
of means perceived as acceptable to that goal.

III. Goal System theory and judgment

III. 1. Motivated biases in judgment

Besides choice, the judgment of persons, objects and events is another ubi-
quitous feature of people’s everyday affairs. From the moment we open our
eyes, if not before, we continually pass judgments on a variety of issues. The
quintessential goal of any judgment is accuracy (cf. Chaiken et al., 1989;
Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). But as in the case of choice, judgments (focal
goal) are often constrained by additional ‘goals’ that may be active in the
background, for instance, reaching cognitive closure (Kruglanski, 2004; Krug-
lanski & Webster, 1996; Kruglanski et al., 2006), impression management
(Chaiken, Liberman, & Eagly, 1989), ego enhancement (Kunda, 1990), and
so on. Extensive research has shown that in such instances, unbeknownst to
themselves, people may ‘sacrifice’ the accuracy of their judgments in the
service of such additional goals. In the psychological literature, this phe-
nomenon has been variously referred to as motivated reasoning, wishful thinking,
or defensive processing and has been widely supported by empirical evidence.
For instance, individuals informed that coffee drinking is unhealthy (or
healthy) may appropriately distort their recollection of coffee drinking
instances (Kunda & Sanitioso, 1989) so as to reach a desirable conclusion
(see also Dunning, 1999; Kruglanski, 1999; Kunda & Sinclair, 1999). Peo-
ple’s perception of slants of hills and of distances is affected by whether
the perceiver is wearing a heavy backpack (Proffitt, Stefanucci, Banton,
& Epstein, 2003), whether she or he is old or young (Bhalla & Proffitt,
1999), whether she or he is fatigued (Proffitt, Bhalla, Gossweiler, &
Midgett, 1995), or contemplates action goals (Witt, Proffitt, & Epstein,
2004). People’s perception of ambiguous stimuli is affected by the out-
comes contingent on their interpretation (Balcetis & Dunning, 2006; Hsee,
1996).
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Whereas some investigators questioned the very existence of motiva-
tional biases in the days of the separatist approach mentioned earlier, their
presence is not questionable anymore. Nonetheless, the mechanisms under-
lying such impact are not clearly understood as yet. One interesting possib-
ility suggested by the goal systems theory is that distorted judgments are
the result of a multifinality quest whereby the type of evidence (information)
one may consider as serving the accuracy goal (focal goal) may be constrained
by biasing background goals. Specifically, motivated biases in judgment may
represent the case wherein perceived ‘instrumentality’ of a judgment to the
goal of accuracy (perception of it being accurate) is increased as function
of its consistency with the biasing background goal.

These notions were explored in several studies in our lab. In one experi-
ment, Chen, Orehek, and Kruglanski (2008) told participants that the ACC
is testing procedures for granting an award to one university each year for
overall track and field achievements. They were then presented with the
track and field records of the University of Maryland and Duke University
teams. Participants’ focal goal was to judge the merits of Maryland or Duke
for receiving the award. A background goal was introduced by priming
participants with either words relating to the University of Maryland, intended
to activate the goal of identification with the university, or accuracy related
words intended to augment the goal of being accurate. Implied by our
multifinality analysis, the judgment about the deservingness of each univer-
sity for the award was significantly more distorted toward Maryland when
the goal of identification with University of Maryland was activated than
when the goal of accuracy was activated.

Chen et al. (2008) also manipulated participants’ residual resources for
distortion by presenting the judgmentally relevant information in a difficult
vs. easy to read format. It was assumed that the difficulty to read format would
deplete participants’ resources, hence reduce their ability to carry out a
motivated distortion. As predicted, the bias toward Maryland observed
disappeared when the information processing task was difficult (vs. easy) to
process, and hence was resource depleting. In a second study using a similar
paradigm, participants’ resources were depleted by a prior difficult (vs. easy)
Stoop task, and in a third study, individuals’ working memory capacity was
measured. Again, as predicted, participants whose resources were depleted
and/or ones whose working memory capacity was limited were less biased
in favor of Maryland than their counterparts.

III. 2. Persuasion

In a typical persuasion situation, an individual is expected to endorse or reject
the position advocated based on the evidence presented. Such evidence may
be included in the message arguments, or in peripheral cues, for instance
containing information about the attractiveness or credibility of the source.
Consider a position advocating for banning soda machines from college
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campuses. In order to determine one’s agreement or disagreement with such
a position, one may consider information referring to scientific evidence
about the health-related impact of drinking soda, or may use peripheral
cues related to credibility and attractiveness of the source who has advocated
the position. In other words, confronted with an attitude-formation goal, and
provided with different means or pieces of evidence to attain that goal,
one needs to consider the most relevant means and apply it in order to
reach a conclusion and form an attitude. But how does one decide which
piece of evidence is the most relevant? Persuasion studies have often found
that peripheral or heuristic cues exert their persuasive effects under condi-
tions of low processing motivation or cognitive capacity, whereas message
argument information does so under high motivation and capacity (see, e.g.,
Maheswaran & Chaiken, 1991; Petty, Cacioppo, & Goldman, 1981). Granting
that in typical persuasion research, the cues are generally perceived as less
judgmentally relevant than the message arguments (Pierro, Mannetti, Krug-
lanski, & Sleeth-Keppler, 2004), the question remains why, nonetheless, they
are capable of exerting the greater persuasive impact under low processing
motivation and capacity conditions.

One possibility is that under low processing motivation and capacity, in
addition to their attitude-formation focal goal, participants were also motiv-
ated by a background goal, that of attaining quick cognitive closure. In such a
case, peripheral cues which in most persuasion research were typically brief,
simple, and presented upfront, may have been ‘judged’ as multifinal, in that
they allowed participants to both form an attitude (hence satisfying their
focal goal) and to do so quickly (thus satisfying the background goal of
closure). By contrast, in most persuasion research, message arguments were
typically lengthier, more complex and placed later in the informational
sequence. These features may have imposed higher processing demands
than the processing of ‘cues’. In the presence of sufficient cognitive capacity
and motivation, the accuracy goal may have overridden that of closure.
Because the message arguments were typically perceived as more relevant
(hence more instrumental to the goal of accuracy) than the cues, they were
therefore relied on to a greater extent than the cues.

In support of this analysis, Pierro et al. (2004) found that the need for
closure was related to the use of ‘peripheral’ cues in a persuasion context.
One could also manipulate the perceived instrumentality of the cues and the
message argument to the goal of accuracy and of closure and examine the
effect this would have on their persuasive impact. These possibilities could
be probed in subsequent research.

To conclude, forming a judgment is a goal-driven activity. Though accu-
racy and veracity are the quintessential goals of judgments, alternative goals
(the biasing goals referred to earlier) may affect the participants’ accuracy
of judgments in ways that would serve these alternative goals as well. In
other words, people’s judgments in such situations appear to aim at satis-
fying two objectives: render a judgment that appears accurate but is also
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‘satisfactory’ with regard to the background goal. Although such judgments
may reflect a systematic bias, they also reflect a ‘rational’ multifinality quest
designed to leave none of one’s motivational concerns unattended.

Summary

In the present paper, we outlined a novel approach to motivation and self
regulation couched from the perspective of goal systems theory (Kruglanski
et al., 2002). Goal systems theory adopts a cognitive view of motivation
and highlights the interrelations of goals and means. The cognitive aspects
of the theory have to do with the architecture of cognitions, and the limited
pool of cognitive resources. The motivational aspects of the theory refer to
the relation of goal/means constructs to the dynamics of action and the
affective phenomena that accompany goal pursuit. We have shown how goal
systemic analyses offer new insights into the classic social psychological
problems of choice and judgment.

Endnote

* Correspondence address: Catalina Kõpetz, Department of Psychology, University of Mary-
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